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Abstract. This paper presents a negative solution of the problem whether 2-adjacent context-free 
languages and context-free languages coincide. Moreover, we compare this language type with 
EOL-languages. 
Introduction 
Consider a CFG (context-free grammar) G with a set of letters ,Y, a set of terminal 
letters -Yt, and start symbol S. 
For a string a, put lal =d,flength of a. Let a=A~. . .An ,  Ai~,Y, and let I c  
{1, . . . ,  n}. Put a=~o.i~ or, for short, a=~ifl, iffl is obtained from a by substituting 
each A~, i ~ I, by some w~, such that A~ --> w~ is a production of G. A sequence 
ao =:~Io a l  :=~I1 " " "=~i,_~ an 
is referred to as a G-derivation (of an from ao). The derivation is an EOL-derivation 
if cardinality(Ii)= [ai[ for all i (i.e., at each stage, productions are applied to all 
letters ). The derivation is k-adjacent if, for all i> O, [a~l > 1, and whenever la~[ > 1, 
Ii consist of k consecutive numbers. This means that in k-adjacent derivations, at 
each stage, productions are applied to k adjacent letters, except for the first stage 
of a derivation from a single letter. 
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The EOL-language defined by G is the set of all a e -Yt* which are derivable from 
S by EOL-derivations. The k-adjacent language defined by G is the set of all a ~ ,Y* 
which are derivable from S by k-adjacent derivations. EOL-languages were intro- 
duced by Herman in [3] and have extensively been studied (cf. [4]). The k-adjacent 
derivations (and the corresponding k-adjacent languages) appeared first in [1] as 
a natural variant of k-derivations. (The idea of k-adjacent derivations is due to 
Rozenberg [8].) In k-derivations one requires that cardinality(Ii)= k (except for 
Io, in case ao = 1), but one does not require that Ii consists of consecutive numbers. 
Every context-free language is also a k-language as well as a k-adjacent language 
(this is easily established by adjoining all productions A-> A, where A ~ ,Y--Y t). 
For each k> 1, there are k-languages which are not context-free. Gonczarowski 
and Warmuth [2] have given polynomial time algorithms for recognizing k- 
languages. By contrast, very little has been known about the adjacent case. The only 
piece of knowledge has been the polynomial time algorithm for recognizing 2- 
adjacent languages, given by Gonczarowski and Shamir [1]. The general guess has 
been that, for k > 2, the class of k-adjacent languages properly includes the context- 
free ones, but that for k = 2 the two classes coincide. 
Our results imply that there are 2-adjacent languages which are not context-free 
and not even EOL-languages. The proof reveals unsuspected possibilities that are 
inherent in k-adjacency restrictions, which enable one to simulate EOL-derivations. 
Our present guess is that, for k> 2, some k-adjacent languages are NP-complete. 
In the next section we shall present he main technique and prove that every 
EOL-language in which all productions are length-increasing is 2-adjacent. In Section 
2 we shall present a 2-adjacent language which is not an EOL-language and in the 
last section we shall describe a variant of 2-adjacent languages which contains all 
EOL-languages. 
1. Main result 
Let A be the empty string. G is said to be nonerasing if it contains no productions 
of the form A--> A. G is said to be expanding if, for every production A--> w in it, 
twl> 1. 
Main Theorem. For every expanding CFG G there xists a nonerasing CFG G' such 
that the EOL-language defined by G equals the 2-adjacent language defined by G'. 
In particular, it follows that the noncontext-free language {w ~ Z*:[w I -2 ,n -  n = 
1, 2 . . .  } is 2-adjacent. The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of this theorem. 
By a tree we mean a finite ordered tree, i.e., the sons of each node are ordered 
and this induces a lexicographic ordering of the leaves. 'The ith leaf of T' refers 
to the ith leave in the induced ordering. We use T, U, V for trees, as well as for 
their underlying sets of nodes. Eventually, the trees will be labelled. But at this 
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stage we ignore the labels except for distinguishing nodes that are labelled by A. 
Such nodes must always be leaves and are referred to as A-leaves. Actually, there 
is no need here to consider trees with A-leaves, because we shall only deal with 
nonerasing CFG's. We have included them for the sake of generality and in order 
to indicate the possible extension of the analysis to the erasing case. A tree is fully 
erasing if all its leaves are A-leaves. U is a subtree of V if U is a subset of V and, 
for all a, b, b is a son of a in U iff b is a son of a in V. (Also, every a ~ U has the 
same label in U as in V). The subtree determined by a node a is the subtree consisting 
of a and all its descendants. 
Let T be a tree with n non-A leaves and let I be a subset of {1 . . .  n}. By T::*'x T' 
we mean that T' is obtained from T by expanding, for each i e / ,  the ith non-A 
leaf, that is, by tacking onto it a nonempty ordered set of sons. We call T=*,I T' an 
expansion of T. 
An EOL-expansion is an expansion in which I = {1 . . .  n}. A k-adjacent expansion 
is one in which I consists of k consecutive numbers. A 1-1eft expansion is one in 
which I = {1} and a 1-right expansion is one in which I = {n}. 
A generation (ofa tree T.from To) is a sequence of expansions 
To =~ ,o T~ ::~ i1" " " :::~ in_l T,. 
A generation of T is a generation of T from a one-node tree (i.e., from its root). 
Occasionally, we shall omit the / / s  from the display. 
Definition 1.1. Let p, q range over the nonnegative integers. A (p, q)-generation is
a generation To ~ Tl 3 .  • • ~ 7", in which all expansions are 2-adjacent except for 
p + q expansions of which p are 1-1eft and q are 1-right. 
Note: Any expansion of a tree which only has one non-A leaf is both 1-1eft and 
1-right. In the (p, q)-generation such an expansion can be classified either as 1-1eft 
or 1-right but not as both. Every (p, q)-generation i cludes also a classification of 
such expansions into 1-1eft and 1-right ones. 
Definition 1.2. G[T] --'def{(P, q): T has a (p, q)-generation from its root}. G[T] is 
a directed graph, we call it the graph of T. 
Note: A one-node tree is generated without expansions. Hence, its graph is 
{(0, 0)}. In all other cases the graph is either empty or contains pairs of edges of 
the form ( i+ l , j ) ,  ( i , j+ l ) ;  this is so because the first expansion can be classified 
either as 1-1eft or as 1-fight. 
Every G-derivation from a single letter A~ al ~ a2~"""  ~ a,  determines in 
the obvious way a tree generation To ~ T1 ~"  • • ~ T,, in which the trees are labelled 
by letters from Z and ai equals the sequence of labels of the non-A leaves of T~. 
The tree 7", is referred to as the derivation tree. The derivation is 2-adjacent iff in 
the corresponding eneration all expansions, except the first, are 2-adjacent; the 
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first expansion can be classified either as 1-1eft or as 1-right, hence, the graph of 
the derivation tree contains the edges (1, 0) and (0, 1). This proves the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 1.3. a e Zt is in the 2-adjacent language determined by G iff it has a G- 
derivation from S whose derivation tree satisfies: {(0, 1), (1, 0)} = G[T]}. 
If eg is a class of graphs let the ~-language defined by G be the set of all a e £t* 
which can be derived from S via a derivation tree T such that G[ T] e ~. The 
2-adjacent language is obtained by putting ~ = {G: {(0, 1), (1, 0)} = G}. 
Define the weak 2-adjacent language (defined by G) to be the ~-language where 
equals the set of all nonempty graphs. 
Definition 1.4. (i) The composition G~ o . . .  o On of n graphs is defined, as usual, to 
bc the graph 
{(p, q) :there are r~, . . . ,  r,_l s.t. (p,-r~) e G~, (rl, r2)e G2, . . . ,  (r,_~, q)e G,}. 
(ii) The upgrading G + of a graph G is defined by 
G + =def{(P, q+l): (p, q)e G}u{(p+I ,  q): (p, q)e G}. 
(iii) *(G~,..., G,) =defthe upgrading of the composition G~ o. • • o (3,. 
Lemma 1.5. Assume that the root of  T has m non-A sons: al, . . . , a,.. Let Ti be the 
subtree determined by ai. Assume that no T~ is fully erasing. Then G[T]= 
*(G[T,] o.. "oG[Tm]). 
Proof. To establish the inclusion c_, assume that Uo ~"  • • ~ U. = T is a generation 
of T from its root, in which all expansions are 2-adjacent except for the first 
expansion and for additional p + q expansions of which p are 1-1eft and q are 
1-right. Wc have to show that (p, q) is in G[T1] o. • • o G[T,.]. Now, U1 consists of 
T's root and its sons. Let U~j be the subtrec of Uj determined by ai (see Fig. 1). 
Then U~. = T~. Since the T~'s are not fully erasing, Ui, j contains non-A leaves. If 
Fig. I. 
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Uj=~ Uj+~ is 2-adjacent, then either the two expanded leaves are in the same U~j 
or one is the rightmost non-A leaf of some U~j and the second is the leftmost non-A 
leaf of U~+I.j. For each i > 0, let J~ = set of all j 's  such that the expansion U j~ Uj+~ 
is 2-adjacent and the two expanded leaves are the rightmost non-A leaf of U~j and 
the leftmost non-A leaf of U~+~ d. Let ri = cardinality(J~). It is easily seen that we 
get an induced (p, r~)-generation of 7"1, an induced (ri, r~÷~)-generation of Ti+~, 
i=l , . . . ,m,  and an induced (rm_~,q)-generation f T,~. Hence, (p,q)~ 
G[ 7"1] o . . .  o G[ Tin]. 
For the converse inclusion, suppose that F~ is a (p, r~)-generation f T~, F2 is a 
(r~, r2)-generation of T2 , . . . ,  Fm is a (rm_~, q)-generation of Tm. We shall piece 
them together into a (p, q)-generation F of T from U~ (where U1 consists of T's 
root and its sons). Expanding T's root to U~ and then applying F, we get a (p + 1, q) 
(as well as a (p, q+ 1))-generation of T. 
Assume that we have already constructed the initial segment F j consisting of the 
first j stages of F: /./1 ~ U2 3 -  • • ~ Uj and that F j is obtained by piecing together 
initial segments of the F~'s, say F~(s), . . . ,  Fk~ "), where F~ ~° consists of the first k(i) 
stages of F~. By 'piecing together', we mean the following: Let U~j be the subtree 
of Uj determined by a~. Then, for some si's such that sz ~< r~, F~ (° is an (si_~, s~)- 
generation of U~, i = 1 , . . . ,  m. (The casej = 0 is the starting point at which U~ = U~, 
and the case k(i) = 0 is the starting point of Fi at which the tree is the single node 
of Fi is an (ri_t-s~_~, r~-s~)-generation f T~ from U~, a~). Evidently, the tail 
i=l , . . . ,m.  
If, for all i = 1 , . . . ,  m, 
F j to F j+~ as follows: 
(1) 
i and 
F~ = F k(°, then Ui = T and we are done. Otherwise, extend 
If for some i the (k(i) + 1)st expansion of F~ is 2-adjacent, choose any such 
add this expansion of the 2-adjacent leaves in U~j. Otherwise, do: 
(2) If the (k(1)+l)st  expansion of Fl is classified as 1-1eft, add this expansion 
as a 1-1eft expansion of U~. Otherwise, do: 
(3) If the (k(m)+ 1)st expansion of Fm is classified as 1-right, add this expansion 
as a 1-right expansion of Uj. 
(4) If none of (1), (2), (3) are applicable, then there must be an i s.t. the ( k(i) + 1)st 
expansion of Fi is classified as 1-right and the (k(i+ 1)+ 1)st expansion of F~+~ is 
classified as 1-1eft. Choose such i and add these two expansions as a single 2-adjacent 
expansion of U~. [] 
Definition 1.6. Let G1 , . . . ,  Gn be a sequence of graphs and let T be a tree with n 
leaves. Then T (G I , . . . ,  Gn) is, by definition, the result of applying repeatedly the 
operation *( ) to G~, . . . ,  G~, where the bracketing of the Gi's is determined by T. 
The recursive definition is as follows: 
For bi = ith leaf of T, put f(bi)= G,. Extend f, recursively, by putting f(b)= 
*(f(bl),... ,f(bk)) whenever b~, . . . ,  bk are the sons of b in this given order. Then 
T (G1, . . . ,  Gn) =f (a ) ,  where a is the root of T. We shall presuppose in this notation 
that all the leaves of T are non-A. 
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Definition 1.7. Put T= To(T~,..., T,) if To has n leaves and T is obtained from it 
by replacing, for i = 1 , . . . ,  n, the ith leaf by an isomorphic opy of T~. 
Lemma 1.8. If, for i= 1, . . . ,  n, T~ is notfully erasing, then T= T( TI,. . ., T,) implies 
G[ T] - -  T(G[ T , ] , . . . ,  G[ T,, ]). 
This follows from Lemma 1.5 by straightforward induction on the depth of T. 
Lemma 1.9. Let L c_ Z* be the weak 2-adjacent language defined by the CFG G and 
let a, b ~ Zt. Then a. L.  b = {awb : w ~ L} is the 2-adjacent language defined by some 
CFG G'. I f  G is nonerasing, then G' is nonerasing as well. 
Proof. Let S be the start symbol of G. Get G' by adding the nonterminals S', S", 
A,,, Ab, by making S" the start symbol, and by adjoining the following productions 
to G: 
S" "-'> AaS'mb, S' --> S, Aa -> Aa, At, ---> Ab, A,, -"> a, Ab --> b. 
The derivation trees T of terminal strings in G' are exactly all the trees of the form 
depicted in Fig. 2, where Ts is a derivation tree of G. Let T~, T', and Tr be the 
subtrees determined by the three sons of S". Then (0, 1), (1,0)~ G[T] iff (0,0)e 
G[ T~] o G[ T'] o G[ 7",]. Also G[ T'] = *(G[ Ts]). Hence, G[ T'] is not empty iff G[ Ts] 
is not empty. Hence, if L' is the 2-adjacent language of G' then L'c  a. L. b. If 
G[Ts] is not empty, then, for some i, j>  1, (i, j)~ G[T']. By using i productions 
on Aa on the left and j productions on Ab on the right, we get trees such that 
(0, O) ~ G[ T~] o G[ T'] o G[ Tr], hence, L' = a. L .b .  [] 
Notation: Let s(G) be the graph {(a + 1, b + 1) : (a, b) ~ G} and let 
T(P) =def {(P + 1, p), (p, p+ 1)}. 
Lemma 1.10 
(i) s(*(G~,.. . ,  G,) )=*(s(G~,. . . ,  G,)). 
(ii) s(T(G~, . . . ,  G,) )= T(s(G1, . . . ,  G,)). 
(iii) I f  G = y(p),  then *(. . .  Gi-l, G, Gi+I, . . . )  =*( . . .  G~-t, G, G, G, G~+~,...). 
lo/.J 
Fig. 2. 
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Proof. (i) directly follows from the definition and (ii) follows from (i) by induction. 
(iii) follows from the fact that y (p )= y(p) o y(p)o y(p). [] 
Definition 1.11. Let H be a class of trees. By a H-based construction of a tree T we 
mean a sequence T1, . . . ,  T, such that Tn = T and the following conditions hold: 
(i) TI 
(ii) For each i< n, if T~ has m leaves, then T~+~ = Ti(T~.I,..., T/,m), where each 
T~.j is either in H or is a one-node tree. 
(iii) For each i < n, T~ ~ Ti+~, i.e., at least one leaf of T~ is properly expanded. 
(iv) Any leaf of T~ which is also a leaf of T~+~ is a leaf of Tn (i.e., leaves of T~ 
not expanded at the ith stage are not expanded later). 
If A = T~, . . . ,  T, is a//-based construction, we refer to n as the height of A. The 
A-depth of a node a ~ 7", is the smallest i s.t. a ~ T~. The construction A is uniform 
if all leaves in T~ have the same A-depth. This means that at each stage all leaves 
are properly expanded. Uniform constructions are analogous to E0L generations. 
Main Lemma 
(I) For every n > 5 there exists a tree with n leaves such that: 
(1) T (y (p) , . . . ,  y (p ) )=y(p+l ) ,  
(2) T(T(p~), . . . ,  y(p,)) is empty if, for some i, p, -p ,+l> 3. 
(II) Let Ho be the class of trees which satisfy (1) and (2) of (I). Let H consist of 
all trees constructable by uniform Ho-based constructions of height 3, and let A be a 
H-based construction of a tree T. Then T(y(0) , . . . ,  y(0)) is not empty iff A is uniform. 
I f  A is uniform of height k, then T(T(p) , . . . ,  y(p)) = y(p+ak) .  
Proof. (I) First we exhibit trees T1, T2, with five and with six leaves, respectively, 
satisfying (1) (see Fig. 3). 
If G= *y(0)= {(0, 1), (1, 0)} += {(1, 1), (0, 2), (2, 0)}, then 
y(o) o y(0)o G o y(0)o y(0)= y(1). 
Since y(p + 1) = s(y(p)),  we have by Lemma 1.10(ii), T~(y(p), . . . ,  y(p)) = y(p + 1). 
To increase the number of leaves to any n > 5, replace any leaf a by 2k + 1 leaves 
a l , . . . ,  a2k+~ (malting them sons of a's father). By Lemma 1.10(iii), property (1) 
will continue to hold. For odd n > 5, use as a basis tree T~ and, for even n > 5, use 
t 
Fig. 3. 
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T2. If T is a tree with n leaves obtained in this way, the 
T( y(Pl), • • •, Y( P, )) involves, for each j < n, either the composition 
or the composition (3,(ps)) +o 3,(Ps+~), or the composition 3,(pj) 
PJ -  Ps+~ > 3, all of these compositions are empty, implying T(3,(p~), 
This proves (I). 
evaluation of 
3,(Ps) ° 3,(Ps+d, 
o(3,(ps+d) +. if 
. . . ,  3, (p . ) )  = 10. 
(II) If 7"1,..., T, is a uniform Ho-based construction, then, by induction on i, 
T~(y(p), . . . ,  y(p)) = y (p+ i). If a tree T has a uniform H-based construction of 
height k, then it has a uniform Ho-based construction of height 3k, hence, 
T(y(p) , . . . ,  V(P))= Y(P+ 3k). 
Now let T1, . . . ,  7", be a H-based construction such that T , (y(0) , . . . ,  y(0)) is 
not empty. We show by induction that the construction must be uniform. Assume 
that Tt has m leaves c~ < c 2 <" " " < C m and let T~,j be the subtree of T. determined 
by cj. Then, 
T(3,(0),. . . ,  y(0)) = T,(TI,I(T(0),..., 3,(0)),..., T,.m(T(0),..., 3/(0))), 
where the number of 3,(0)'s is equal in each case to the number of leaves in the 
tree. For each T~.j which has more than one node, we get an induced //-based 
construction of height < n. By the induction hypothesis, ince G[ T~,j ] is not empty, 
this induced construction is uniform. Let it be of height pj (let pj be zero if Ttj is 
a one node tree). Our original construction is uniform iff Pl = P2 . . . .  = p,,. Since 
T~j has a uniform construction of height pj, we have TI.j(3,(0),..., 3,(0))= 3,(3pj), 
hence, 
T(3,(0),. . . ,  y(0)) = T,(3,(3p,),..., 3,(3pm)). 
We shall show that T~(3,(3p~),..., 3 (3pro)) is not empty iff p~ =.  • • =Pro. Let UI, 
/-/2, U3 be a uniform H0-based construction of/ '1.  Say, U2 = U~(Ut,~,..., U~,k), 
/-/3 = U2(U2.~,..., U2j), where the Uts are in Ho. Let a~, . . . ,  ak be the leaves of 
U1 (in this given order) and similarly let b l , . . . ,  b~ be the leaves of U2 (see Fig. 4). 
Put A s = {i: ci is a descendant of bs}. Say A s = {is, i s + 1 , . . . ,  is+t - 1} (where il = 1). 
Then, 
U3(3,(3p~),..., y(3p,,)) = U2(U2.~(3,(3p,,),...), U2.s(3,(3p,,),...)). 
Now, if i, i+ leA  s and Pi#P~+~, then 3p~-3pi+~>3, implying that 
U2,s(3,(3p~),...) is empty. Consequently, p~ =p~+l whenever i, i+1 e A s, implying 
r, 8,_, g 8,,.,, g. 
Fig. 4. 
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that, for all i e Aj, the p~'s are the same. Let qj be this common value. Then, 
U2,j(y(3p,j), . . .)= U2, j (y(3qj) , . . . ,  y(3qj)) = y(3qj + 1). 
Hence, 
U3( 7(3p~), . . . ,  7(3pro)) = U2()'(3q~ +1) , . . . ,  7(3q~ + 1)). 
Let A~ = {i" bi is a descendant ofaj }. If qi and q~+~ are not equal, then 3 q~+l - 3 qi+l > 
3. Repeating the same kind of argument we conclude that q~ = qk for each i, k ~ A~. 
Let ~ be the common value for the interval A~. Then, 
UE(V(3q~ + 1) , . . . ,  "r(3ql + 1))= U~(7(3 r~ + 2) , . . . ,  7(ark + 2)). 
By the same kind of argument, since U~ e He, we have rp = rq for all 1 < p, q < k. 
Hence, all pi's are equal. [] 
We can now begin to simulate EOL-derivations by 2-adjacent derivations. The 
simulation is carded out in two steps, the first of which relies on our Main Lemma. 
The second consists in reductions that involve only EOL-grammars. 
Terminology: By the size of a production A-> w we mean Iwl, i.e., the length of 
its fight hand side. A terminal production is one in which w ~ Z*.  
Lemma 1.12. I f  all productions in G have sizes > 125, then the EOL-language defined 
by it is also the weak 2-adjacent language defined by some nonerasing CFG. 
Combining this with Lemma 1.9 we get the following lemma. 
Lemma 1.13. I f  L is the EOL-language defined by some CFG consisting of productions 
of sizes > 125, then a. L.  b is the 2-adjacent language defined by some nonerasing 
CFG (where a, b are any terminals). 
Proof of Lemma 1.12. Let//o and H be as in the Main Lemma. For every n > 125, 
/ /  has a tree with n leaves (namely, let U1 be a five-leaves tree in / /0 ,  let U2 = 
U1(U~, U~, U~, U~, U1) and let U3 = U2(VI, . . . ,  V25), where V~= U~ for i= 
1, . . . ,  24 and V25 is a tree in He with n -  120 leaves). 
Without loss of generality, assume that if A-~ w is a nonterminal production of 
G, then all letters in w are nonterminals; this assumption is valid because if w is 
'mixed', the production cannot be used in EOL-defivations. For every nonterminal 
production A--> B1.. .  Bn of (7, choose a tree in / /w i th  n leaves. Label the leaves 
by B~, . . . ,  Bn (in this order), label the root by A and label every other node b by 
a distinct new letter (j, b), where j is the production index (in some fixed ordedngs 
of productions). Call this labelled tree the tree associated with the j-th production, 
or the j-th tree; call the letters (j, b) the auxiliaries of the j-th tree. 
Let Y' be the set of all associated trees. Let -~,ux be the set of all auxiliaries and 
let £ '  = • u -~,ux. Consider the CFG G' whose productions consist of: 
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(i) all productions C --> D~ .. .  Dm such that, in some associated tree, C labels a 
node with m sons  and Di labels its ith son ,  i = 1, . . . ,  m, and 
(ii) all terminal productions of G. 
Let A s Z -,Y*. Given a derivation tree T of a derivation of w from A in G, we 
get a tree T' of a derivation of w from A in G' as follows: replace each subtree 
which consists of a node labelled by B and sons labelled by nonterminals B I , . . . ,  B~ 
by the tree associated with the production B--> B~ . . .  Bz (see Fig. 5). 
Vice versa, every derivation tree in G' by which w is derived from A is obtained 
in this form. (Because any auxiliary-labelled node must occur within a subtree 
associated with some nonterminal production, and the only way of expanding a
node labelled by some B ~ ,Y -Z t  is either by applying to it a terminal production 
or a production which, together with succeeding ones, creates a tree in Y'.) 
Let To be the subtree of T obtained by removing all its leaves and let T~ be the 
corresponding subtree of T'. Then T~ has a Y'-based construction, say h. It is easily 
seen that h is uniform iff To is a derivation tree of some EOL-derivation in G. By 
the Main Lemma, h is uniform iff T~(y(0), . . . ,  y(0)) is not empty. Now y(0) is 
the graph of each of the subtrees determined by the leaves of T6 (the trees correspond- 
ing to terminal productions). Hence, G[T'] = T~(y(0), . . . ,  y(0)). 
This proves that w is derivable from A by an EOL-derivation iff it is derivable in 
G' from A by a derivation whose tree T' satisfies: G[ T'] ~ 0. U] 
Fig. 5. 
Lemma 1.14. Let L be the EOL-language defined by a CFG G whose productions have 
size > Ic, where lc > 2. Let a, b be terminal symbols of G. Then L' = { w : a . w . b ~ L} 
is the EOL-language defined by some CFG whose productions have sizes > k -  1. 
Proof. Let £ be the set of all letters of G. Construct G' as follows: For every 
nonterminal A e £ adjoin two new nonterminals A t and A r. Adjoin also a new S' 
and make it the start symbol of G'. The productions of G' are the following: 
(i) the productions of G; 
(ii) S'->Ae~A2... Am_lAZm, where S--)A~... A,, is in G (S is the start symbol 
of G); 
(iii) At--> AelA2... A,,, where A--)A1... Am is in G; 
(iv) At-> A I . . .  Am-lAtin, where A--> A~. . .  Am is in G; 
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(v) Ae-->c~... Cm, where A~ac~. . .  Cm is in G; 
(vi) Ar~ Cl . . .  Cm, where A~ c~... c,,,b is in G. 
Then w is in the EOL-language defined by G' iff awb is in the EOL-language 
defined by G. (Because the first production in a derivation from S' introduces ome 
A e on the left and some B r on the right and the only way of getting rid of such 
nonterminals i by omitting the terminal a--on the left and b---on the right.) [] 
Lemma 1.15. Every EOL-language, defined by a CFG whose productions have size 
not less than 126, is also the 2-adjacent language defined by some nonerasing CFG. 
Proof. Let Lo.b = {w : a. w- b e L}. Then La, b is the EOL-language of a CFG whose 
productions have sizes not less than 125. Obviously, L is the union of all a. L,,b" b, 
where a, b range over all nonterminals. Now apply Lemma 1.12 and the easily 
established fact that (nonerasing) CFG's are closed under unions. •[] 
Every finite language is obviously the 2-adjacent language defined by some 
nonerasing CFG. Our Main Theorem follows from the easily established fact that, 
for any fixed k, if L is the EOL-language defined by an expanding CFG, then L is 
the union of L~ and L2, where L~ is finite and L2 is the EOL-language defined by 
a CFG whose productions have size not less than k: This proves our Main Theorem. 
2. A 2-adjacent language which is not an EOL-language 
Definition 2.1 ([4]). For two languages L1, L2, 
LI~.L2 =def{woalwla2... Wn-la,w, : al . . .  a, ~ L 1 and wie L2, i= 1 , . . . ,  n}. 
If L~ ={am: m =2", n = 1, 2,.. .} and L2={b4k: >0}, then it is well known that 
La I L2 is not definable by an EOL-grammar [4; 9, Examples 4.5, 4.6]. We shall prove 
that this language is the 2-adjacent language t'or some nonerasing CFG. 
Theorem 2.2. Assume that G is a nonerasing CFG with the following property (where 
S is the start symbol): if T is a derivation tree of a string of terminals from S, then 
either G[ T] = 0 or G[ T] = { (0, 1), (1, 0)}. 
Let L be the 2-adjacent language defined by G. Then, for every 2-adjacent language 
L' definable by a nonerasing CFG, L'~.L is a 2-adjacent language definable by a 
nonerasing CFG. 
Proof. The property of G is equivalent to the following: if T is a derivation tree 
of a string of terminals from S and T~,. . . ,  Tm are subtrees determined by the root's 
sons, then G[T1] o"  .o G[Tm] is either empty or {(0, 0)}. 
Now, let G' be a nonerasing CFG, whose 2-adjacent language is L', chosen so 
that it has no common nonterminals with G. Without loss of generality we can 
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assume that the start symbol S' of G' does not occur in any right-hand side of a 
production. Let H(G)  = {w: S-> w is a production of G}. Let G" be the CFG with 
start symbol S' whose productions are obtained as follows. 
If A--> vob~ vl . . .  b,v, is a production of G', where the bi's are terminals and each 
v~ consists of nonterminals (or is empty), then, if A # S', put in G" all productions 
A--> Vob lg l l ) l  . . .  b.u.vn, where u l , . . . ,  u,, ~ H(G) .  
and, if A = S', put in G' all productions 
S'-> UoVoblUlV l  . . . bnunvn,  where Uo. . . un ~ H(  G). 
It is easily seen that T" is a derivation tree in G" of a string of terminals from S' 
iff there exists a derivation tree T' in G' of a string of terminals a l . . .  an from S', 
and T" is obtained from T' as follows. 
(i) For i = 1 , . . . ,  n, add to the right of the ith leaf a sequence of brothers, say 
~i, whose labels form a string ui ~ H(G).  
(ii) Add to the left of the root's sons a sequence of brothers, say ~o, whose labels 
form a string Uo ~ H(G). 
(iii) Apply to the nodes labelled by nonterminals of G productions of 6;, so as 
to expand each one into a derivation of a string of terminals. 
Let Ti, j be the subtree determined by the jth node in ~ri, j = 1 , . . . ,  m(i) (where 
m(i) is the length of ui). Then G[Ti.I] o . . .o  G[Ti, m(i)] is either empty or {(0, 0)}. 
If G[T] ~ 0, this composition must be {(0, 0)}; in this case, if V~ is the one-node 
tree determined by the ith leaf of T', then G[ V~] = {(0, 0)} = 
G[ V~] o G[ T~I] o . . .o  G[ T~m(i)]; consequently, by adding the sequence of brothers 
~[~, i > 1, to the right of the ith leaf of T' and expanding them into the trees T~j we 
do not change G[ T']. It follows that if G[T"] # 0 and T~, . . . ,  T~ are the subtrees 
of T' determined by the root's sons, then 
G[ T" ] :  ({(0, 0)} o G[ Tfl 0 . . .o  
This implies that (0, 1), (1, 0)~ G[T"] iff (0, 0)e G[T~] o- • • o G[T'k]. Hence, (0, 1), 
(1, 0) are in G[ T"] iff they are in G[ T']. This implies that the 2-adjacent language 
of G" is L'1' L. [] 
Lemma 2.3. There is a CFG G satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2.2, whose 
2-adjacent language is {b 4k : k = 1, 2,.. .}. 
Proof. The productions of G are 
S--> bABb, S-> bb, A--> bA, B--> bB, A->b, B--> b. 
If T is a derivation tree from S, then G[ T] is not empty iff all expansions but the 
first consist in expanding a pair of adjacent leaves labelled by A and B. In this case 
G[T] = {(0, 1), (1, 0)}. Evidently, the 2-adjacent language consists of all b 4k. [] 
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By the Main Theorem, L~ (i.e., {am: m = 2 n, n = 1, 2,. . .}) is 2-adjacent, hence, 
our claim follows from Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 2.3. 
3. Directed 2-adjacent languages 
The adjacency requirement can be modified in various directions. Here we give 
one variant. 
Consider a partition of the set of nonterminals of G into two disjoint subsets, Ze 
and Zr. Members of 2t  are referred to as left nonterminals and members of Zr as 
righ t nonterminals. A directed 2-adjacent derivation is a 2-adjacent derivation such 
that at each stage, if productions are applied to an adjacent pair AB, then A ~ 2t  
and B ~ ~,~. The directed 2-adjacent language defined by (G, 2t,-~r) consists of all 
terminal words that are derivable from the start symbol by directed 2-adjacent 
derivations. It is not difficult to see that every 2-adjacent language is also directed 
2-adjacent. (Given G with a set of nonterminals "~N, construct G' whose nonterminals 
consist of all symbols A e, A ~ for A ~ ~N and whose productions are A~ ~ A~.. .  A" 
such that each A~ is either A~ or A~ e if A~ is nonterminal, A~ = A~ otherwise, and 
Ao~A~.. .  An is a production in G. Put ~e={At :A~2N} and ,~r={Ar:Ae~N}.) 
We do not know whether the converse holds. 
It turns out that for the directed case the simulation of EOL's is much easier and 
does not necessitate he method of graph association used in the proof of the Main 
Theorem. Also, we can replace the condition that the E0L be expanding by the 
weaker condition that it be nonerasing, as is shown in the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. Every EOL-language defined by a nonerasing CFG is also the directed 
2-adjacent language defined by some nonerasing CFG (and some partition of its 
nonterminals ). 
Proof. Let G be the CFG defining the EOL-language and let "YN be the set of its 
nonterminals. For every A ~ ZN we shall put into the simulating directed 2-adjacent 
CFG several so called representatives of A, some of which will be left and some 
fight. If w = At . . .  An is a word of nonterminals, call w' = A~ . . .  A" a representative 
ofw iff each A[ is a representative of Ai. Call it a left (right) representative iff each 
A~ is a left (fight) representative. The idea of the simulation is as follows. 
Every A1 , . . . ,  An ~ ,Y*, n > 3, will have a so-called associated string. This will be 
a certain representative, say At . . .  A" in which Ai is a certain left representative 
and the rest are certain fight representatives of the corresponding Ai's. If, for 
i = 1 , . . . ,  n, Ai-* w~ is a production of G and each wi is a nonterminal word, then 
the single EOL-derivation step 
A1 • • • A~ ::~ wl . . .  w~ 
is simulated by two sequences of directed 2-adjacent steps. The first forms, so to 
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speak, a left to fight pass on A~. . .  A"  
A~ . . .A"  => ' "  ' ' ' ' " wlw2A3 . . . A , ,  =~ w~w~w3A4.  . . A.~ " • • :=# wl . . . w ,_ lw , ,  
such that, for i < n, each w~ and each wi are left representatives of wi and ~, is a 
fight representative of w,. 
The second sequence of steps forms a right to left pass, in which left representatives 
are replaced by fight representatives, except for the left-most letter of w~. At the 
end of this second pass we get a string w~' . . .  w~ which is the string associated with 
W 1 • . . W n . 
To simulate terminal productions we include also, for each a ~ Zt, a left nonter- 
minal Ca. If  A~ --> a~ are terminal productions, then the single EOL-derivation step 
A 1 . . .  A. =:~ ul . . .  un 
is simulated by a sequence forming a left to fight pass on the associated string, say 
A; . . .A ' "  
A~ . . .  A"  ~ u lu2A3.  . .  A , ,~  u lu2~3A4. . .  A , ,~ . . .  u l  . . .  u , ,  
where t~ is obtained from u~ by replacing ui's rightmost letter, say a, by Ca. 
Here is the construction of the simulating rammar. We assume without loss of 
generality that if S-> A1 . . .  An is a nonterminal production of G (where S is the 
start symbol), then n > 1. For every A ~ Xn we put left nonterminals A e'°, A t'l, A ~'2, 
A t'3 and fight nonterminals A r'°, A r'~, A r'2, A r'3 in the simulating CFG. For each 
a e Xt we add a left terminal Ca. Finally, we add a new start symbol S' (to he 
classified as left). The productions are the following: 
(i) for each S- ->A1 An  in G, the production S'--->A('°A~2 "3 ar,2 ar,o 
• . . . . .  ~-x  n - -  l . '~  r l  ° 
For each A--> A1 . . .  A~ in G, the following productions: 
Ae,~at,2 t,2 (ii) At'°-~ ,~1 ,-~2 .-- A ,  (if n = 1, this is At ' ° -> A('~); 
(iii) A~'2--> Ale '2 • • • -~,-1-~,at'2 at.3 (if n = 1, this is Ar'2-> A('3); 
(iv) --r 0 --e2 at,2 ar,~ (if n = 1, this is Ar'°-> A~'~)" . t~  " "-> . t~ 1" . . . .C l  n _ l Z~, n 
(v) all productions A e'3-> Ae'2; 
(vi) all productions A r'~ --> At'°; 
(vii) all productions Ae '2 ->Ar '3 ;  
(viii) all productions At'3--> Ar'2; and 
(ix) all productions A e'~ --> A e'°. 
For each terminal production A--> a~. . .  a,, the following productions: 
(x) Ae'°--> a l  . . . a,, ; 
(xi) Ar'2--> a~. . .  a , , _ lC . .  (if n = 1, this is A~'2-> Ca,); 
(xii) A~'°--> a l  . .  . a,,. 
Finally, add the productions: 
(xiii) Ca -'> a, for each terminal a, and 
(xiv) S'-> a~. . .  a,, for each terminal production S-~ a~. . .  a, in G. 
Define Af'°A~ '2 ar '2 a t ' °  . . . .  .-1-~n to be the string associated with Ax . . .  An. The first 
step in an EOL-derivation from S is simulated by using (i). Then each nonterminal 
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step is simulated as described above: First, use (ii) and (iii) at the le•most end, 
then repeatedly use (v) and (iii) and move from left to right, then use (v) and (iv); 
move backwards tarting by (vi) and (vii), then repeatedly use (viii) and (vii) and 
finally (viii) and (ix). The terminal step is simulated using first (x) and (xi), then 
repeatedly (xiii) and (xi) and finally (xiii) and (xii). The reader can verify that all 
directed 2-adjacent derivations from S' are of this form. [] 
4. A remark on adjacency for productions of size one 
Let P be a set of productions of the form a -~ b, a, b e ,Y. Code each pair of words 
of equal length, u, v e ,Y*, u = ala2.. ,  a,,, v = blb2..,  bn, into a single word (u, v) 
over X x ,Y, where 
(u, v) =def (al,  bl)(a2, b2).. .  (a,, b.). 
The following claim can be proved. 
Claim 4.1. Fix any k> 1, and let L consist of all words (u, v)~ (,Y, x,Y)* such that 
lul = Ivl >I k and v is derivable from u by a k-adjacent derivation of P. Then L is a 
regular set. 
5. Directions for further research 
(1) There is a straightforward generalisation of the graph association method for 
k-adjacent languages for k>2.  The graph, say Gk[T], has vertices which are 
(k -  1)-letter words. They can serve to analyse k-adjacent languages. We feel pretty 
certain that the results extend to the k-adjacent case. It seems very likely that, by 
using graphs over /-letter words, i>  1, much more can be simulated than in the 
2-adjacent case. 
(2) Find the relationship between the class of k-adjacent languages and that of 
(k+ 1)-adjacent ones. We conjecture that the first is included in the second. Is it 
properly included? 
(3) Does the claim of the Main Theorem extend to EOL's which are nonerasing 
(not necessarily expanding ones)? How about EOL's in general? 
(4) Our constructions involved only 2-adjacent languages for nonerasing CFG's. 
What can be accomplished using CFG's with erasings? Note that the definition of 
G[ T] makes sense in the erasing case. But the analogue of Lemma 1.5 becomes 
much more complicated. 
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